RENO, Nev. (March 3, 2020) — NCET, Nevada’s Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology, announced today
Davidson’s Organics as the 2020 Food Manufacture / Processing company of the Year. Davidson’s Organics
recognition in this category symbolizes innovation and standard setting within manufacturing and processing of
wholesale goods.
In 2019, Davidson’s doubled in size; moving from a 20,000 sq foot warehouse to a 50,000 sq foot warehouse
along with doubling their staff size. Also within this time, Davidson’s acquired an SQF certification. The rigorous
certification officially recognizes Davidson’s as having the highest possible global food safety standards. The SQF
certification will allow Davidson’s to better meet the needs of its customers and by guaranteeing that all aspects
of sourcing and manufacturing teas is in good hands, so that customers can focus more on branding, sales and
marketing. Davidson’s is also a leading company in product innovation with 12 new releases in 2019 and several
new blends in the queue for 2020, being able to do that by investing in two new pyramid teabag machines
costing $210,000, which allows for whole leaf tea infusion in the convenience of a teabag.
Now in its 13th year, the NCET Technology Awards celebrate the Northern Nevada individuals and companies
who have greatly enhanced the growth and prestige of the technology community, while the EDAWN Awards
recognize the people and resources that have played an integral part in contributing to the growth of our
community.
About NCET:
Nevada’s Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology, Northern Nevada’s largest educational and networking
organization, is a member-supported nonprofit organization that produces educational and networking events
to help people explore business and technology. NCET’s award-winning programs include the annual NCET Small
Business Expo and NCET Tech Showcase and Awards, the monthly Biz Bite and Special Event luncheons and the
monthly Tech Wednesday and Biz Café events. NCET is funded by memberships, sponsorships and program
revenues, and receives no state or Federal funding. NCET is not affiliated with the State of Nevada nor the
University of Nevada. For more information, visit NCET.org
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